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DatingDirect.com is one of the earliest dating sites launched in 1999 in the UK. More than a dating site, the platform developed 
into a true community that offers people a place where to socialize, share thoughts and opinions, meet other singles, and find 

online romance. Dating Direct main information. Dating Direct was created to provide a fun and secure dating environment for 
European singles. The biggest part of users are citizens of United Kingdom UK . Most of them are from England amp Scotland. 

But still there are plenty from Wales amp Ireland. The dating agency was established in 1998. DatingDirect is a dating site crafted 
for singles who are looking for friendships and serious relationships. It is part of the company Match Group Inc., that owns and 

operates several online dating sites like Match, Meetic, and Lexa. With its creators long years in the dating site business, it can be 
safe to assume that it knows what it s doing. 05.08.2020 0183 32 DatingDirect.com was created to provide a fun and secure dating 

environment where quality single adults who share common goals can make friends, date, form relationships and find life 
partners. Established in 1998 as a place for singles serious about finding a partner, they do away with gimmicks such as 

nicknames and un-moderated chat rooms. 10.09.2019 0183 32 Dating Direct is an online service specially designed to offer a safe 
environment where singles of all ages can meet friends or dates, in a kind and intimate atmosphere. It is currently one of the most 
popular dating service in the United Kingdom. It was built around a multiplatform system consisting of a web page and a mobile 

web version, ... PRESS RELEASE -- Oct 15 -- Dating Direct, the online dating service, is launching DatingDirectAffinity.com, a 
site which uses online psychometric testing and a professional coaching team to help single people find a serious long-term 

relationship. Online dating site and dating app where you can browse photos of local singles, match with daters, and chat. George, 
Admin. You never know who you might find Day, Accountant. Review your matches for free. Lynn, Marketing. Free to contact 

and chat with other members. Gallery.
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